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INT. THE DOCTORS HOUSE – NIGHT

Frank (young gangster) is laid up on the kitchen table with 
busted, bloody leg. His Brother Johnny watches from the 
shadows.

JOHNNY
How’s it look?

THE DOCTOR
I can only do what I can do. Long 
term he needs rest and proper 
medical attention.

FRANK
Do what you can, Doc.

JOHNNY
Why don’t you let her have a look. 

FRANK
For real? Why are you still 
listening to her? We need to dump 
the bitch and get the fuck out of 
dodge.

JOHNNY
And let Mickey get away? No fucking 
way brother. He’s gotta pay.

FRANK
Fine. I got some money stashed, 
let’s grab it and bail. We can get 
Mickey later. Put a contract out on 
him whilst we enjoy the sun in some 
extradition free Caribbean island.

JOHNNY
What about her?

FRANK
What about her? She’s a stone cold 
psychotic bitch. Fucking poison.

FRANK leaves the shadows and sizes up FRANK - Half the mans 
face is burned and disfigured from an early encounter.

FRANK (CONT’D)
What? You in love now? She got you 
so far up your own arse that you 
don’t know what way’s up. The bitch 
is fucking you up Johnny. 
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Lucia strolls into the room, hands held high covered in 
blood. Her dress is a also blood stained.

There is a pause in the conversation, the kind you get when 
people have been talking about you behind your back.

LUCIA
Sink?

The Doctor is petrified beyond belief, but motions to the 
back of the kitchen.

She goes to the sink and washes her hands - all the while the 
room is silent.

When she’s done she realises that everyone’s staring. 

LUCIA (CONT’D)
Doctor. Your patient.

The Doctors goes back to fixing Frank’s leg as Lucia walks 
out of the room. 

LUCIA (CONT’D)
Chop. Chop.

Lucia walks out and we follow her through the large house to 
the master bedroom along the way we see scenes of forced 
entry, a struggle, a bloody mess on the wall. The black shoes 
of a security guard poking out of another room.

INT. THE DOCTORS HOUSE – THE MASTER BEDROOM CONTINUOUS.

The room is as large as it’s ostentatious.

In the middle of the room the MOTHER and the DAUGHTER are 
tied to chairs facing each other. Mother is covered in 
someone elses blood - One side splattered on her cocktail 
dress. Daughter is relatively unharmed. Both gagged with rags 
and tape.

Lucia past to the walk-in wardrobe and marvels at row upon 
row of dresses. Occasionally she picks out one and puts it 
back. Even more occasionally she puts one against herself and 
checks how it looks in the giant floor to ceiling mirror at 
the end of the wardrobe.

It look like she’s settled on a dress or two she likes she 
dumps the clothes she has on and tries the dresses on.

After some deliberation she settles on a power suit with 
trousers She then starts looking for shoes.
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She stops.

Did she miss something back there?

She walks back into the bedroom and stares at the still bound 
Mother and DAUGHTER. Dumping her shoes on the bed next to a 
large kitchen knife – A knife she now picks up.

Mother is crying.

Daughter has a strong look of defiance. She’s afraid sure 
but…

There’s disgust on the young girls face…

At whom?

Mother?

Lucia sees that Daughter’s venom is directed mostly at 
Mother.

Lucia grabs the chin of Daughter looking deep into her eyes 
for a long while.

Daughter is defiant. She doesn’t break her gaze with Lucia.

Lucia releases the girls face and turns to Mother and does 
the same lifting her chin to meet the gaze of Mother.

But Mother is too afraid. She cant make eye contact. She 
tries to turn her head away and out of Lucia’s iron grip.

Without releasing Mother, Lucia raises a large knife to the 
face of the woman and checks the reaction of Daughter.

Nothing.

Lucia release Mother’ s face and the terrified woman snaps 
her head away.

Lucia walks back to Daughter and inspects the girl.

She spies a little bruise on the upper arm just below the 
sleeve of the girls nighty.

Lucia lifts the sleeve with the blades point and reveals that 
the bruise goes all the way up to her shoulder.

Lucia sees another bruise on her leg.

She cuts the bonds that ties the girl to the chair.
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For a moment Daughter does nothing. She merely looks up at 
Lucia who motions with the knife, for the girl to stand.

Daughter obeys.

For a moment Lucia and Daughter consider each other.

LUCIA
Show me.

The girl obliges by dropping her nightie. Her body is a road 
map of years of abuse, scars and bruises some fresh heaped on 
each other. The violence to the girl has been long and 
horrific.

Mother protests. Not the protests of shock, but of the 
guilty, the complicit.

The girl wears her scars with dignity and doesn’t try to 
cover up.

Perhaps this the first time someone has taken an interest in 
the girls abuse.

Mother’s muffled shrieks only bind Lucia and Daughter.

Lucia hands Daughter the knife.

And for a moment nothing is said with words. Lucia and 
Daughter now sisters in blood.

Lucia leaves The bedroom, behind her Daughter advances upon 
Mother with knife in hand.

CUT TO:

INT. THE GETAWAY CAR - LATER.

Lucia sits in the back seat waiting for the boys to exit the 
house. She looks down her wrist at the scars of her own 
abuse...

...as the boys enter the car rocking Lucia out of her musing.

JOHNNY
(o.s)

You ready?

She pulls the suit jacket cuff down over her scars and 
recomposes herself then nods to Johnny to go.

CUT TO BLACK:
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THE END
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